Mixed Bag Cycle 8.1
Math
●
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conversion
56 kilograms = ________grams
48779 centimeter =________milimeters
3452 kilometer = __________meters
42 meter = _________centimeter

● Solve the following word problems :
1. Somesh got 16 ½ L petrol filled in his car. If 13 ⅔ L of it was used, how much petrol is
left in the tank?
2. Aman’s mother bought 3 ⅙ kg potatoes, 4 ⅙ kg tomatoes and 2 ⅔ kg onions from the
vegetable market. Calculate the total weight of vegetables she bought. She gave ⅕ of
total vegetables to the neighbour. How much does she have with her now?
3. One-fifth of the 20 people at the beach are wearing sunglasses. How many people are
wearing sunglasses?
4. Raj has 7735 blocks. If he shares them among 91 friends, how many blocks does each
friend get?
●

Below is the data for the different colored cars at a car dealership. Create a bar
graph based on the data given below. Make sure that you label the graph
appropriately.

Car colors
Red

Black

White

Silver

Yellow

Blue

No. of cars (Tally mark )

Green

Source:
http://www.k5learning.com/free-math-worksheets/fifth-grade-5/fractions-addition-subtract
ion

Language :

I. Fill in the Gap: (You need to copy the complete sentence)
Complete the sentences with the best adverb.
Hint: Not every adverb is needed.
slowly carefully beautifully
finally suddenly
quickly

well
loudly
quietly

carelessly

easily excitedly

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Come here ____________. You have to see this!
We knew that she had got the job when we saw her _________ talking on the phone.
He ______________ put the vase on the table. It fell to the floor.
Sharon is throwing a party on Saturday. She ___________ finished her PhD.
Let’s walk ________________. I don’t want to be the first one at the meeting.
Alex _____________ put up the bookshelves. It was too difficult for me to do on my own.
Everything happened so ______________. We had to move to California in less than a
month.
8. Why does he always have to talk so ____________. You can hear him in the next room!
9. Although she speaks five languages, she did not do ___________ on the translation
exam.
10. I was so surprised. His new apartment was _____________ decorated.
II. Writing with Adverbs An adverb is a word that describes a verb, an adjective, or another adverb.
Adverbs fall into three categories; When, Where, and How.
Directions: Frame sentences with the adverbs given below:
Example A: busily
Answer: The students are busily getting their homework out.

1. abnormally___________________________________________________________________
2. gratefully –
___________________________________________________________________
3. fondly___________________________________________________________________
4. joyfully___________________________________________________________________
5. Frantically___________________________________________________________________
6. correctly___________________________________________________________________
7. positively___________________________________________________________________

Source:
http://grammar.yourdictionary.com/parts-of-speech/adverbs/adverb-worksheet.html#jpGgEisLlcARcuJf.99
http://englishlinx.com/cgi-bin/pdf_viewer.cgi?script_name=%2Fpdf%2FAdverbs-Writing-P-1-Intermediate.pdf&x=92&y=40

